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REBUTTAL EVIDENCE OF ROBERT CROSS 

1. Comments on the Evidence of Tim Ensor 

1.1 17.1.1.13 Policy 13 – High quality gravel resource overlay  

1.1.2 Paragraph 44 of Mr Ensor’s states: “This second role provided a level of transparency for 
plan users and the administrating authority as to where applications for resource consent for 
new quarries would likely be made in Christchurch.” The overlay area was too 

encompassing and failed to clearly indicate whether land already occupied could be 
the subject of a RMA quarry application. 

1.1.3 Continuing further in paragraph 44 Mr Ensor states: “This is particularly important 
under the present framework (as opposed to previously) where future resource is not 
zoned for but reliance is placed on the consenting process. CAPG is supportive of this 
approach given the difficulties inherent in zoning land for quarrying.” This statement 
clearly holds no significance; between 2010 and February 2015 there has been 7 
RMA applications approved to carry out quarry activities on rural zoned land. Add to 
that there are currently 3 further RMA applications requesting consents to quarry on 
rural zoned land; two of those are now awaiting a Commissioner’s decision. 

1.2 Aggregate Processing within the Rural Quarry Zone 

1.2.1 Paragraph 63 Mr Ensor states “This has traditionally been on the site from which the 
raw material is obtained but not exclusively (e.g. processing of river sourced aggregate or 
more recently from new quarries such as Fulton Hogan’s Robert’s Road Quarry)” Until 
2006 all quarrying within the city boundary was undertaken in what is now the 
recognised quarry zones along with a limited level of processing of river source 
gravels at the river site. The majority of the newer out of RQ zone quarries have no 
on site processing (i.e. the raw material is being trucked to an established processing 
site within the rural quarry zones).  

1.2.2 Mr Ensor assertion that processing a higher percentage of out of zone raw material is 
becoming the norm is purely speculative. The established processing operators in 
the rural quarry zone are required to comply with their consents relating to additives; 
currently out of zone raw aggregate material falls into that category. Clearly such 
matters rely on enforcement by Christchurch City Council.   

1.2.3 I have to agree with Mr Ensor’s statement in paragraph 64 “Due to a number of reasons 
outlined in the evidence of Mr English and Mr Copeland, there are benefits from retaining 
existing processing plant in place and transporting raw material from a new quarry site 
including maintaining economies of scale and avoiding the costs associated with moving 
processing plant.” However the point Mr Ensor fails to take account of is the historical 

basis in sighting the rural quarry zones. The lack of future planning should not now 
be the basis to enable the creation of a quasi industrial site. Such matters should 
engage the wider community who currently hold different aspirations. 

1.2.4 Mr Ensor’s evidence in paragraphs 64 through to 70 relating to using a number of 
established industrial sites is whimsical at best. It proffers scenarios that have no 
basis and provides the reader with supposition.   

 



1.2.5 In paragraph 73 including 74 Mr Ensor is suggesting the community accepts his 
solution that quarry operators could apply for a controlled activity to establish a quasi 
industrial concept. The Yaldhurst Rural Residents Association is totally against this 
proposition and further believes a wider process beyond this pDPR  is required. 

1.3 Hours of Operation 

1.3.1 Mr Ensor’s evidence in paragraph 79 fails to explain how in the years since February 
2011 peaking in 2013 quarry operators managed to meet customer needs, when 
restricted to the listed operating hours 0600 – 1800 Monday to Saturday.  

1.3.2 Mr Ensor’s evidence in paragraph 87 is based on simulated analysis of Mr 
Humpheson  “On this basis, my opinion is that effects on amenity associated with noise do 
not provide a barrier to the increased operating hours proposed by CAPG provided vehicle 
movements do not exceed 20 per hour”. Assessment of Mr Humpheson evidence 

relating to noise is listed in point 4 of my rebuttal evidence. However even with a limit 
of 20vph this relates to one truck and trailer moving through the area every 3 
minutes. Such activity through the night or early hours of the morning would not be 
welcoming to those residents in the immediate vicinity of the operating quarry.  

1.3.3 Mr Ensor’s proposal in paragraph 89 appears as a concession for those residents 
who are likely to be impacted by quarry night activity. What this proposal lacks is a 
consultation process with the community and/or its representatives. If the CAPG had 
any genuine consideration for the rural community relating to hours of operation they 
could have taken steps to engage prior to the release of the pDPR.  

2 Comments on the Evidence of Brian Warren 

2.1 Paragraph 22 of Mr Warren’s evidence appears to be alluding to some notion that 
activities within the quarry zone are not consented. While I would support the point 
that there can be clear differences between out of zone quarry operations and quarry 
activities undertaken in the rural quarry zone. It is often the case those undertaken 
outside RQ zone can be more restrictive. However there are rules and consents 
required for operations undertaken in the RQ zone. 

2.2 Paragraph 36  “Currently not all of the Quarry Zone sites operate outside the 6am to 6pm 
period but they potentially would if one of their customers had a specific project requirement 
that dictated night work.” Mr Warren is using pure conjecture in his assertions that 

quarry operators would breach their consent conditions to fore fill a night operation. 

2.3 Mr Warrens statements in paragraph 37 “There is no real need to undertake any 
extraction nor operate the aggregate processing plant during the night, but this has been 
done historically to utilise the labour resource whilst it was on site. Similarly it is efficient to 
undertake maintenance works whilst staff are on site”.  and continuing in 38 “From my 
own experience, I can state that night shift operations have been ongoing for several 
decades within a number of the quarries” eludes to some supposed historic norm that 

night quarry operations have been actively undertaken. In nearly 15 years living 
beside a boundary of the Miners Rd quarry zone such night operations as described 
have not been undertaken. There is now one quarry in the Miners Rd area with a 
recent consent to provide asphalt outside the zones consented hours.  



2.4 Mr Warrens paragraph 39 “As referred to previously, the CAPG member companies did not 
consider or expect the possibility of on-going processing coming to an end when on-site feed 
resource was exhausted. Whilst this applies to all sites it is particularly significant for those 
operators who have committed to large, fixed, processing plants.” This statement strikes 

somewhat of a discord, Road Metals a member of CAPG has a large, fixed, 
processing plant in the Miners Rd RQ zone; yet they still undertook a significant 
investment in establishing a 214ha quarry block at Burnham in 2012.   

3 Comments on the Evidence of Chris Rossiter 

3.1 The CAPG request offered in Mr Rossiter’s statement paragraph 30 “seeking an 
extension to the hours of operation for quarries under Rule 17.6.4.4.” presents a 
blunt rule that completely disregards the community who live in close proximity to 
these quarry zones. The impact of such uncontrolled activities is likely to give rise to 
a high volume of enforcement issues for the City Council staff. 

3.2 Mr Rossiter’s statements in paragraphs 31 and 32 relating to the volume of truck 
movements are very much based around conjecture and as such a so called 
accepted rural activity is likely to become industrial nightmare.  

3.3 The listed 2012 hourly traffic volumes Mr Rossiter details in paragraph 33 masks the 
impact of previous paragraphs 31 & 32. Relating general traffic volumes at 8pm to 
potential additional quarry traffic of 20 – 80vph could be considered minor at 8pm. 
The same 20 - 80vph at 2am would present a completely different scenario. Such an 
activity would be a significant disturbance to the community and residents who live in 
close proximity to an operating quarry. I would speculate it to generate an increase in 
complaints to Christchurch City Council. 

4 Comments on the Evidence of Darran Humpheson 

4.1 Assessment of potential noise effects of proposal rule 17.6.4.4. 

4.1.1 Mr Humphenson’s evidence in paragraph 21 hypothesizes the activities based on 
simulated analysis. From my experience living 300 meters from the entrance to a 
quarry on the Old West Coast Rd the adverse noise effects at 6am of trucks 
accelerating and decelerating can easily be detected up to 600 meters from the 
quarry entrance. In the early hours of a morning or late at night when rural road are 
generally extremely quiet sleeping patterns will be exacerbated by such effects. 

4.2 Processing after quarrying has ceased  

4.2.1 Mr Humpheson’s statement in paragraph 34 “I understand the CAPG has offered to 
comply with the Rural Zone noise standards as opposed to the Rural Quarry Zone noise 
standards for future sites which only generate ‘processing noise’”. Is a vain attempt to 

offer the residents in close proximity a sweetener. 
 



4.2.2 Following on in paragraph 35 Mr Humphenson then considers the difference when a 
quarry becomes a quasi industrial site. Missing in his explanations is the hopper in 
which gravel would be deposited from the incoming trucks. Also missing in his 
assessment is any recognition of the fact that the processing site requires aggregate 
which now has to be all trucked in. This is an extra layer of truck and trailer 
movement; which could easily lead to a doubling of vehicle activity compare to a 
current quarry operation which is based on internal extraction.  

 

4.2.3 Mr Humpheson’s evidence in paragraph 36 postulates a 3dB noise reduction due to 
reduced excavation activities around a site therefore meeting the rural noise 
standards. Currently there are at least 7 quarries that are operating in the rural zone 
where extraction is the major activity. All seem to successfully meet the rural noise 
standards. Mr Humpheson’s evidence in general does no stand up to the reality 
tests. The gains presented to the community for their excepting of quasi Industrial 
sites are totally superficial.  

 


